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Frequently Asked Questions
»  What portion of K-2 curriculum is considered “core?” Full module lessons (60 min/day) + Labs 

story time (10 min/day) + full Skills block (60 min/day) = core instruction. (Total 130 min)

»  What portion of 3-5 curriculum is considered “core?” Full module lessons (60 min/day) + full 
ALL block (60 min/day, which includes 20 min daily independent reading) = core instruction. 
(Total 120 min)

»  How might I meet the needs of students who require interventions? Both Labs (K-2) and the 
ALL block (3-5) are intentionally designed to provide instructional flex-time. The ALL block  
is designed for homogenous grouping. Based on formal assessments and informal classroom 
observations, teachers can create flexible, skill-based groupings during Labs as well.

»  How is the curriculum structured to support English language learners? The basic design of 
the curriculum is inherently supportive of ELLs, incorporating many literacy practices that 
support their learning needs. Newcomers to the English language will require additional 
supplemental instruction.

»  What texts do students read? In the K-5 Module Lessons, students read (or hear read-aloud) 
authentic complex texts based on the module topic (aligned to the RL and RI standards)  
(see Required Trade Book Procurement List). Students also read other books at their 
independent reading level on the module topic (see Recommended Texts list), including for 
homework in grades 3-5. In the 3-5 ALL block, students also have choice reading every other 
week. In the K-2 Labs, story time is based on read-aloud of texts aligned to the module topic 
or the habit of character focus (see Labs Recommended Book List). In the K-2 Skills block, 
students read decodables and hear engagement texts read aloud (aligned to RF standards). 
Leveled readers are not central to our design (although in the Skills Block, students have  
time to practice basic comprehension with texts at their level).

»  What is your assessment system? K-2 Skills (assess RF standards and L2): benchmark 
assessments (3x/year), cycle assessments (weekly), snapshot assessments (daily).  
K-2 module lessons (all other standards): 3 formal assessments/module (1/unit).  
Always includes one reading, one writing, one speaking and listening. Also includes checklists 
for ongoing assessment (i.e., speaking and listening). Priority standards (i.e., RI/RL.1, 2, 4; 
W.1, 2, 3; SL.1) assessed across multiple modules. 3-5 module lessons (all standards): 6 formal 
assessments/module (2/unit). Priority standards (i.e., RI/RL.1, 2, 4, 10; W.1, 2, 3, 7, 8; SL.1) 
assessed across multiple modules.

»  Do you have a progress monitoring system? The assessments in the curriculum (formal  
and informal) can support progress monitoring systems and help support a complete data 
profile for an individual student. All formal assessments live in the K-2 Skills block and  
the K-5 module lessons.

K-2
Two hours of  

content-based  
literacy

One hour of  
structured phonics 

instruction

3-5
Two hours of  

content-based  
literacy

WHAT ARE THE KEY FEATURES OF THE CURRICULUM?

What Does the EL Education K-5 Language  
Arts Curriculum Offer?

»  It’s comprehensive, explicitly teaching  
and formally assessing all standards  
and strands of new college- and career-  
ready ELA standards.

»  It teaches students to read, think, talk,  
and write about meaningful topics.

»  It teaches foundational skills through a  
structured phonics approach (K-2).

»  It fosters habits of character  
(e.g., collaboration; perseverance) and  
social emotional learning.

»   It balances rigor and joy, catalyzes  
student engagement, and honors the  
needs of primary learners.

»  It features robust supports for  
English language learners and Universal  
Design for Learning to support a  
range of learning needs.

»  It’s designed for an inclusive general  
education classroom: it challenges and  
engages all students and includes  
supports for students not meeting grade 
level standards and extensions for  
student ready for more challenge.

»   It fosters collaboration and supports  
students to be self-directed learners.

»  It is its own form of professional  
development, supporting teachers to  
improve their practice.
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We have decided that our
curriculum is comprehensive 
and offers many of the same
features as yours. We’re going
to stick with what we’re 
doing for now.

NO, we’re satisfied with 
what we have.

We want to teach two hours 
of content-based literacy 
buy may need to flex some of 
the ALL block for small group 
interventions.

YES, the curriculum meets
most of our needs.

For grades 3-5, what are your current structures for additional work 
with complex text; reading and speaking fluency; grammar, usage, and 
mechanics; writing practice; and word study/vocabulary? During the ALL 
block, students work on these skills in both heterogeneous and homogenous 
groups. When do students currently have time for accountable independent 
reading? When and how are you differentiating for ELLs? The ALL block 
may be a good solution for you to meet these needs if they are not being 
met in other ways.

Despite the flex time, we’re still not sure those support 
blocks will meet our intervention needs.

We are eager to teach the two hours of 
content-based literacy. We also are 
curious to explore the optional eight-week 
science module.

YES! The curriculum meets all 
of our needs!

Life Science Modules are three hours 
per week for eight weeks. Although the 
Life Science Modules can stand alone, they 
connect with and complement Module 2 
of the 3-5 Language Arts Module Lessons. 

Module Lessons are one hour per day. ALL Block is one hour 
per day. Together they make up two hours of content-based 
literacy. ALL Block is intentionally built with flex time 
to allow teachers to meet the needs of their students.

3-5 LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM AND LIFE SCIENCE MODULES

Content-Based Literacy

Additional Language
and Literacy Block

(ALL Block)
3-5 Module Lessons

Life Science Modules

Will the EL Education Curriculum Meet All of Our Needs?

If the answer is yes, 
keep doing what you’re
doing. You can still adopt
the two hours of content-
based literacy we offer.

If the answer is no, 
our structured phonics 
program might be 
a good solution.

We are eager to teach 
the two hours of content-
based literacy but will 
continue using our existing 
phonics program, which 
has a proven track record 
of success with our 
students.

YES, the curriculum 
meets most of 
our needs.

We are eager to teach
all three hours of the
curriculum (two hours of
content-based literacy
and one hour of structured
phonics) and our master
schedule can be flexed to
accommodate it.

Yes! The curriculum 
meets all of our needs! 

NO, we’re 
satisfied
with what
we have.

We have
decided that our
curriculum is
comprehensive
and offers 
many of the
same features 
as yours. 
We’re going to
stick with what
we’re doing for
now.

YES, the
curriculum 
meets some
of our needs.

We are eager
to teach the
Module Lessons
but at this time
we are not 
able to commit
to the Labs or
structured
phonics.

We are eager
to teach 
structured
phonics.
We want to
teach two hours
of content-based
literacy but 
may need to 
flex some of 
the Labs for
small group
interventions.

YES, the
curriculum 
meets most
of our needs.

Does your K-2 curriculum have enough time built in for play, 
creativity, oral language development, read-aloud, executive 
function development (e.g., goal setting and reflection), 
and exploration of content on a deeper level? Labs honor these.
Preserving Labs for at least three hours per week could still 
leave room for small group interventions.

Despite the flex time, we’re still not sure we 
can do two hours of content-based literacy and 
meet our intervention needs

Do you currently teach phonics in grades K-2? Does data 
show that what you’re currently doing is effective? 

We’re on board for the content-based literacy
components, but we don’t think we can fit in the
Skills Block, and we’re not sure we need it.

K-2 Skills Block is one hour of structured phonics 
instruction. K-2 Skills Block is intentionally built with 
flex time to allow teachers to meet the needs of 
their students.

Module Lessons are one hour per day. Labs are one hour 
per day. Together they make up two hours of content-
based literacy. Labs are intentionally built with flex time 
to allow teachers to meet the needs of their students.

K-2 LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM

Content-Based Literacy

LabsK-2 Module Lessons

Reading Foundations Skills Block
(K-2 Skills Block)

Will the EL Education Curriculum Meet All of Our Needs?




